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Device Events selected to participate in HealthTrust
2017 Innovations Summit
York, PA USA — 12 July 2017 – Device Events announced today that it had been selected to participate
in the 2017 HealthTrust Innovation Summit on October 5-6 in Ponta Vedra Beach, Florida.
HealthTrust selects companies from many applicants to participate in the Innovation Summit to present
“truly innovative products to service line clinical experts”.
Founded in 1999, HealthTrust members include 1,600 hospitals and more than 26,000 non-acute care
sites in the U.S. and U.K. It offers the industry's only national committed model GPO.
Device Events Inc., founded by Ms. Madris Tomes in 2015, provides a cloudbased software service that enables healthcare organizations to detect and
analyze problems with medical devices early – before FDA recalls. The service
provides powerful search, retrieve and reporting on the FDA MAUDE database,
email notifications of adverse event activity and trend visualizations to help
users make informed decisions on purchases and continued use of potentially
problem devices

Madris Tomes
Founder & CEO
Device Events, LLC

“There are over 6 million adverse event reports in the MAUDE database and
more than 65,000 new reports are added every month. It can take the FDA, 2
months to 2 years to identify a problem device and act on it. During this time,
the healthcare community is usually unaware and continue to use these
devices,” comments Tomes, Founder and CEO of Device Events.

“Over the past 18 months, we’ve developed a very powerful decision support
tool for healthcare organizations to make better and earlier decisions on
problem medical devices that can critically impacts safety and health outcomes for patients and the
financial risk for organizations,” notes Ms. Tomes.
About Device Events Inc.
Device Events proactively identifies patterns of problems with medical devices.
Healthcare organizations, insurance companies, manufacturers, and patient advocacy groups alike can
utilize Device Events to quickly identify problematic devices and understand the history, quantity, and
severity of related adverse events. With the service, users make more informed decisions, resulting in
better health outcomes and reduced risk for both patients and their organizations. To learn more visit
www.deviceevents.com.
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